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It needed to allow them to easily change
schemas and join on new tables


It needed to allow them to shard indefinitely
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Results: Speed and Control

and touching the data. When asked about

The truth is that sharding is
an art. You can't know all of

how much time they now spend on
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Unlike many NoSQL cloud data providers,
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both the member base and the feature
set. It just does what we need."



cloud database.

PlanetScale is a

MySQL compatible, serverless database platform that allows

developers to get back to the business at hand, and leave the scaling to us.
PlanetScale’s cloud database brings new developer-first experiences to the trusty

MySQL database. Using PlanetScale, teams can more quickly deploy features
alongside their data changes using tools like Data Branching and Auto Migrations

which bring the power of github-style workflows to the cloud database. PlanetScale
works for every developer allowing engineering teams to quickly scale their data
using the languages and frameworks they already use (Python,
React, Vercel,

JavaScript, Rails,

Go, .NET/C#). Finally, teams can build applications meant for scale

from day one, and deploy with confidence knowing their database isn’t a blocker.
PlanetScale isn’t magic, it’s just the new way of doing databases.


